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Three-quarters of senior decision-makers 

(76%) in large businesses identified rising 

costs as the biggest risk to their business in 

2023, according to the brand new ‘Drivers of 

Change’ research from Proteus. Despite this, 

most businesses will increase corporate 

spending next year.

Winter 2023 Economic Forecast: EU economy set 

to avoid recession, but headwinds persist.

Almost one year after Russia launched its war of 

aggression against Ukraine, the EU economy 

entered 2023 on a better footing than projected in 

autumn. The Winter interim Forecast lifts the 

growth outlook for this year to 0.8% in the EU and 

0.9% in the euro area. Both areas are now set to 

narrowly avoid the technical recession that was 

anticipated for the turn of the year. The forecast 

also slightly lowers the projections for inflation for 

both 2023 and 2024.

Press release, 13 February 2023

December 9, 2022

Winter 2023 Economic Forecast: EU economy 
set to avoid recession, but headwinds persist
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A majority of company leaders expect to see anywhere 

from a “moderate” to “very large” impact on costs due to 

climate change within the next year, according to a recent 

survey of more than 4,400 CEOs from around the world, 

conducted by accounting and consulting firm PwC. In recent 

months, climate-fueled disasters have killed crops, eroded 

infrastructure, impeded energy supplies and prevented 

workers from staying on the job amid record heat. Such 

incidents have led environmental experts and economists 

to establish a link between climate change and inflation.

CNBC, December 2022

Thousands of CEOs say they expect 2023’s high prices to rise even 
more over the course of the year. Their reason: climate change.

Business travel
costs are expected to 

rise through 2023, 
industry report says.
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• Recession
• Interest Rates
• Labor Shortage
• Rapidly Changing Market Trends
• Supply Chains

• Cybersecurity
• Damage to reputations
• Inability to reach target audiences
• Mental health issues in the workplace
• Lack of succession planning

The 10 Biggest Risks 
And Threats For 
Businesses In 2023
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We identified some key areas that we believe will play important role in supply 
chains and procurement and may impact a number of spend categories.

Can organisations maximize value and manage risk, while at the same time spend optimally? 

Is there a problem?
This year will be a tough one for procurement organizations -
they need to be well-prepared.

Taking into consideration:
® inflation levels, 
® a looming recession,
® an energy crisis and
® stricter emissions reduction targets,
enterprises will face difficulties to control rising costs and maintain margins. 
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Areas to consider

Inflation
Energy
Crisis

Labour
& Salaries

Interest 
RatesRecession?
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Areas to consider

What could be impacted?

Source: GEP

Inflation
Energy
Crisis

Labour
& Salaries

Interest 
RatesRecession?

1. Inflation in Major Economies

• Increased energy & food cost
• Labor shortage & higher costs
• Pressure on supply chain
• Impacted PMI
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Areas to consider

According to the International Monetary Fund, global inflation is expected
to grow at 6.5% in 2023, down from 8.8% in 2022, amid expectations of easing 
supply chain constraints and demand slowdown.

® In the U.S., inflation is rising due to higher food and transportation costs, 
aggravate by labour shortages and supply chain disruptions.

® In Europe and the U.K., energy insecurity is the biggest inflation driver, along with
rising food and LNG prices and local currencies depreciating against the dollar.

® Asian countries have also been impacted by high oil and gas costs and strengthening
dollar rates

Inflation
Energy
Crisis

Labour
& Salaries

Interest 
RatesRecession?
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Areas to consider

PMI – Purchasing Managers Index
S&P Global’s PMI surveys cover over 
40 countries, derived from monthly 
survey data provided by over 30,000 
companies. Within their 10 indices to 
watch (out of a total 6000 indices) is 
included:

2. Will we have a recession in 2023?

Inflation
Energy
Crisis

Labour
& Salaries

Interest 
RatesRecession?
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Areas to consider
Inflation

Energy
Crisis

Labour
& Salaries

Interest 
RatesRecession?

• Lockdowns in China
• China - Taiwan
• Russia - Ukraine war
• Energy costs and insecurity
• U.S. - China trade war
• Interest rates

FACTORS TO WATCH:
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Areas to consider

• Direct impact
• Indirect impact (high raw material costs, transportation costs – e.g. food & agriculture)

To counter rising inflation, most economies are hiking interest rates. 
However, energy market, food and labour markets outweigh these measures so far.

U.S., U.K. and EU are expecting a significant decrease in unemployment rates (> 10% of their base). 
In Europe more specifically from 7,7% to 6,8%.

3. Energy Crisis

4. Interest Rates

5. Labour Shortage & Wage Increases

Inflation
Energy
Crisis

Labour
& Salaries

Interest 
RatesRecession?
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We should take action
We believe that procurement professionals need to evaluate 
some of the following initiatives, depending on the industry 
and the stage their company is:

® Alternative means of cost improvement, 
both internally and via innovation with suppliers

® Enforce category management with modern 
digital tools and solutions

® Strengthen (and maybe revise) existing skillsets

® Develop sustainable supplier solutions
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Cost commodities challenges

Challenges:
• Delays
• Inflation
• Energy Efficiency Standards 

(e.g. HVAC systems)
• Automation & Industry 4.0

What we can do:
® Plan more efficiently to manage supply chain challenges
® Efficient maintenance & effective controls to improve 

optimum operation of existing equipment 
® PaaS solutions may be a good alternative
® Total Cost of Ownership / contract negotiation should 

consider more long-term initiatives, such as maintenance 
term, spare parts, training

CAPEX CHALLENGES

"Capex spending is expected to increase 
at an annual rate of 6%, outpacing 

revenue & earnings growth expectations"

"S&P 500 companies 
grew capital expenditures 

by 19,8% in 2022"
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Cost commodities challenges

Companies are trying to leverage:
® Renewables Regulation
® Integration of tech innovation
® Demand reduction strategies

Long term considerations:
• Climate change
• Role of China in high-demand renewable 

supplies (e.g. solar panels)
• Resources scarcity (mainly for fossil fuels)

ENERGY

Is investment in renewables the solution? Is it for everyone?

China APAC Europe N. America RoW
Demand 36% 13% 17% 18% 16%

Supply
modules 75% 15% 3% 2% 5%

cells 85% 12% 1% 1% 1%
waffers 97% 2% 1% 0% 0%
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Cost commodities challenges

Regulation
A number of new regulations worldwide (many in Europe too) change the 
focus and are factors that may differentiate the “strategy” (e.g. new acts, 
financing, batteries etc.)

Innovation
Utilization of IT & Facilities management to improve performance

Demand
Manage demand and better utilize variety of energy sources and supply constraints

ENERGY
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Cost commodities challenges
FLEET MANAGEMENT

Things to consider:
• Supply chain constraints remain, at least for 2023
• There is an increase in average capital cost
• Rising fuel prices
• Growing demand for EVs (18% of new vehicles in EU are 

electrically chargeable)

The above are important for both leasing companies and fleet managers. One additional item
is the need to develop digital capabilities and data strategy to manage overall costs, carbon 
emissions requirements and support connected cars (in the near future).

The demand for electric vehicles is skyrocketing as fleet managers look for ways to 
combat rising fuel costs and future restrictions on cars that run on fossil fuels.
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Cost commodities challenges

The factors that impact these commodities are inflation, interest rates, 
energy shortages and supply chain disruptions.

Since the demand in there (most companies have increased ICT budgets) 
possible alternatives would include:

• Innovation & transformation
• Demand & Policy
• Process & Operations

(licensing models, time, streamline needs, vendor neutral environments etc.)

IT & TELECOM
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Cost commodities challenges
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

“As a result of the challenges of the past few years, integrated facilities management (IFM) experienced 
ongoing wage increases, shortages in skilled and non-skilled labour, and rising material prices. With labour and 

materials being the major cost structure components, this translates to significant price hikes” (GEP 2023)

Following the pandemic, some factors have 
differentiated demand requirements:
• Workers return to office
• Companies do not always have
• standard policy
• Different sanitization standards
• Increased prices and salaries

There are many parameters that must be 
re-assessed, like:
® Actual demand and expectations
® Challenge needs and SLAs
® Preventive maintenance
® Build relationships / supplier management
® Automate
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Cost commodities challenges

What’s ahead for Marketing in 2023 (Gartner):
• Will implement operational AI for smarter, data-driven decisions
• A content authenticity taskforce to combat misinformation will be created
• Will redeploy a portion of their media budget to product placement
• Establish a loyalty program to retain high-priority customers

Things to consider:
• AI (automation tools)
• Controls (e.g. marketing audit / independent reporting)
• Set up tangible KPIs

DIGITAL MARKETING
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Thank you!

S p i r o s  M a v r o g a l o s

s m a v r o g a l o s @ v e r a l l i s . c o m

w w w . v e r a l l i s . c o m
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